The infinitesimal phase response curve (iPRC) is a fundamental tool in the 67 study of neuronal synchrony (Schultheiss et al. 2012b ). It describes how the 68 phase of an oscillator is affected by brief and vanishingly weak perturbations as a 69 function of the phase at which they were delivered. With knowledge of the 70 synaptic coupling, the emergent network dynamics are determined by the 71 neurons' iPRCs (Ermentrout 1996; Ermentrout and Terman 2010; Hansel et al. 72 1995; Kuramoto 1984; Van Vreeswijk et al. 1994 ). There are two qualitatively 73 different iPRCs. Neurons whose phase can only be advanced by depolarizing 74 inputs, exhibit a type I iPRC which is a strictly positive function of phase, 75 whereas neurons whose phase can also be retarded exhibit a biphasic (type II) 76 iPRC (Ermentrout 1996) . 77
In practice, measuring the iPRC is a daunting task due to the intrinsic 78 concluded that the somatic iPRC of globus pallidus (GP) neurons is monophasic Here we propose a novel and natural method to estimate the iPRC that 98 utilizes its periodicity (Galan et al. 2005; Netoff et al. 2012 ). We show, first 99 analytically, then numerically with biophysical models, and finally empirically 100 with a physical oscillator of a known design that the iPRC can be reconstructed 101 reliably by perturbing the oscillator with extremely weak and charge-balanced 102 sinusoidal waveforms. We apply the methodology to mouse cortical pyramidal 103 neurons recorded in whole cell configuration and show that it correctly identifies 104 their monophasic iPRCs. Applying it to GP neurons recorded in the perforated 105 patch configuration shows that the somatic iPRC of these neurons is biphasic. 106
Materials and Methods

107
Direct estimation of the spectral (Fourier) modes of the iPRC 108 Consider a dynamical system (e.g., a biophysical neuronal model) 109
represented by a set of differential equations written in vector notation as 110
where the vector x is the vector of dynamical variables, and F is the vector 112 notation of the right-hand-side (r.h.s.) of these equations. We assume that the 113 first component of the vector is voltage (i.e., x1=V) with an equation of the form 114 dV dt =  ( ) C, and that there is a stable periodic (limit-cycle) solution to this 115 system denoted x0 with period T [i.e., x0(t)= x0(t+T)]. It is possible to define a 116 phase variable φ on and in the neighborhood of the limit-cycle in the phase space 117 of the system, such that the phase along the limit cycle advances at a constant 118 rate (Kuramoto 1984 The gradient of the phase that appears in eq. [3] is none other than the vector of 124 the iPRCs of the various dynamical variables, denoted Z (• denotes a scalar 125 product). Now assume that a small n th mode sinusoidal current of amplitude ΔI and 127 period T is added to the voltage equation in the dynamical system in eq. [1] 128
where the Kronecker delta denotes that the perturbation is only to the first (i.e., 130 voltage) equation. We can substitute eq. [4] into the left-hand-side of eq. [3] and 131 integrate it over one period of the limit-cycle 132
where ZV is the iPRC of the voltage. 134
We assume that the perturbation is small enough such that the altered 135 trajectory of the oscillator is still in the neighborhood of the unperturbed 136 solution so that the phase is well defined. Therefore, the first term on the r.h.s. of 137 eq. [5] equals T by eq. [3], but the second term must add a small time increment 138 ΔT S n, where the superscript S denotes that a sine wave was used and the 139 subscript n is the mode number. We therefore have 140
where ˆ Z n S is, by definition, the n th sine transform of the iPRC (of course, the same 142 analysis can be repeated for the DC and cosine transforms). 143
In summary, injecting a weak current waveform shaped like a sine or 144 cosine function with a period matching that of the unperturbed oscillator, will 145 alter the phase of the oscillation by an amount that is proportional to the 146 corresponding sine or cosine transform of the iPRC. The iPRC can be 147 reconstructed from these measurements as 148
[7] 149 150 Biophysical neuronal models 151 We simulated two well-known biophysical models: the original Huxley Model (Hodgkin and Huxley 1952) , shifted by -65 mV (with Iapp=11 153 µA/cm 2 ), and the Traub model as it appears in Ermentrout (1998) (with Iapp=0.2 154 µA/cm 2 ). The models were solved numerically on XPPAUT (Ermentrout 2003) .
The iPRC was measured in three different ways: a. application of brief current 156 perturbations at various phases of the cycle; b. using the adjoint method 157 (Ermentrout and Terman 2010; Williams and Bowtell 1997); and c. by spectral 158 reconstruction. In the latter case, small amplitude current waveforms in the 159 shape of the various cosine and sine modes were injected into the model neuron, 160 and the effect on the timing of the ensuing spike was measured in relation to the 161 unperturbed period, and used to calculate the iPRC with eq. [7]. To verify the 162 robustness of the method to neuronal jitter we added in separate simulations a 163
Wiener (white noise) process to the models (Ermentrout 2003) to generate a 164 jitter in the firing of these neurons that is comparable -in the sense of having the 165 same coefficient of variation (CV) -to that observed in the GP neurons recorded 166 in perforated patch configuration (see below). The amplitude of the noise term 167 needed to generate the target CV for the Hodgkin-Huxley neuron was 2.25 168 µA/cm 2 and for the Traub model it was 0.35 µA/cm 2 . Note, however, that in the 169 simulation these values are multiplied by a normal random variable divided by 170 DT . Thus when the solver advances the solution by multiplying the 171 deterministic terms in the differential equations by DT the noisy term is 172 effectively multiplied by DT (Ermentrout 2003) . This guarantees that 173 regardless of step size, the total variance of the process over a given time interval 174 is constant. These simulations were conducted in Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, 175 MA). We compared the robustness to noise of the spectral estimator to that of 176 the traditional temporal one by simulating the same number of trials (700) using 177 either type of perturbation (brief pulse at random phases for the temporal 178 estimate, and extended harmonic mode for the spectral one). In the case of the 179 temporal estimator, the 700 brief perturbations were distributed evenly across 180 the all phases of the mean interspike interval (ISI) of the noisy model neuron, 181 and the scatter-plot or resulting phase delays as a function of the phases at 182 which the perturbations were delivered was calculated. The scatter-plot was 
where TR=ln(2)(R1+ R2)C is the rise time and the period T equals TR+ln(2)R2C. In 203 our experiments the empirical period was 93.3 ms, which was close to the 204 theoretical period of 95.0 ms calculated from the nominal values of the resistors 205 and capacitor. The iPRC for a one-dimensional system is given by 206
207 208 yielding a biphasic iPRC ( Fig. 3c ) 209
At the limit of R1<<R2 (ie, duty cycle of 50%), which applies in our case, we have
The voltage on the capacitor (pins 2,6) and the output voltage (pin 3) 213 were recorded, simultaneously, and current was delivered to pins 2,6, situated 214 between the capacitor C and the resistor R2, with a Multiclamp 700B amplifier 215 (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA). Signals were digitized at 10 kHz and logged 216 onto a personal computer (PC) with the Clampex 9.2 Software (Molecular 217 Devices). A TTL pulse was delivered to the reset pin (4) to control the precise 218 timing of the onset of the oscillations (Fig. 3a) . containing (in mM): 2.5 KCl, 26 NaHCO3, 1.25 Na2HPO4, 0.5 CaCl2, 10 MgSO4, 0.4 231 ascorbic acid, 10 glucose, and 210 sucrose. The brain was rapidly removed and 232 blocked in the sagittal plane and sectioned at a thickness of 275 µm in ice-colded 233 modified ACSF. Slices containing the cortex or GP were then submerged in ACSF, 234 bubbled with 95% O2-5% CO2, and containing (in mM): 2.5 KCl, 126 NaCl, 26 235 NaHCO3, 1.25 Na2HPO4, 2 CaCl2, 2 MgSO4, and 10 glucose, and stored at room 236 temperature for at least one hour prior to recording. 237
The slices were transferred to the recording chamber mounted on an 238
Olympus BX51 upright, fixed-stage microscope and perfused with oxygenated 239
For the perforated patch recordings, thin-wall borosilicate glass pipettes with no 242 filament were front-filled with a pre-filtered solution containing (in mM): 135.5 243 K-Me-SO4, 5 KCl, 2.5 NaCl, 5 Na-phosphocreatine, 10 HEPES, 0.2 EGTA, 0.21 244 Na2GTP, and 2 Mg1.5ATP (pH=7.3 with KOH, 280-290 mOsm/kg). They were then 245 back-filled with the same solution that also contained 1.5 µg/ml gramicidin B 246 the current waveform, so that the waveform injection could be considered to 267 overlap the ISI and averaged the resultant phase delays. The perturbed ISI 268 resulting from this current waveform injection was normalized by the average 269 ISI, denoted T, and estimated visually using the oscilloscope mode of the 270 Clampex 9.2 software, prior to application of the perturbations. Importantly, 271 using visual estimation is justified because it led to an error of up to 15% in 272 comparison to the average ISI measured a posteriori offline. Such an error in the 273 estimation of T is inconsequential to the resulting spectral estimate of the iPRC, because it only introduces a second order correction to Eq. [7]. This is because 275 the contribution of this small 15% error to the spectral estimate is always 276 multiplied by the size of the perturbation, which is also small. The following 277 variant of eq. [7] was used to calculate the estimate 278
For cortical cell recordings a constant 100 pA current was applied to cause them 280 to discharge rhythmically. For some GP cells, a constant 5-10 pA current was 281 applied to regularize their autonomous discharge. 282
283
Statistical validation of the biphasic nature of empirical iPRCs 284 We have previously used the ratio of the amplitude of the fundamental 285 mode to the amplitude of DC mode, denoted R1, to determine if an iPRC is 286 biphasic (Goldberg et al. 2007 ). In the current notation R1 is defined as 287
. When R1 > 1 (i.e., the amplitude of the fundamental 288 mode is larger than that of the DC mode) the iPRC will typically attain negative 289 values (assuming the other spectral modes fall off faster), thus exhibiting a type 290 II biphasic structure. However, it is possible that random fluctuations in the 291 estimates of the amplitudes of the these modes of the iPRC (i.e., ∆T0 C , ∆T1 C and 292 ∆T1 S ) will cause R1 to be larger than unity spuriously. In order to estimate the 293 distribution of R1 under this null hypothesis, we measured the amplitudes of the 294 modes resulting from randomly chosen trials in which the spikes were not 295 properly aligned with the onset of the DC or sinusoidal perturbation. We then 296 used a two-tailed Wilcoxon rank-sum test to determine whether R1 calculated 297 from the correctly aligned trials differed from R1 calculated according to the null 298 hypothesis. 299
All offline analysis and rendering of results was done in Matlab. 300 301
Results
302
Direct estimation of spectral modes of the iPRC the Materials and Methods section, we show that for an arbitrary oscillator, 306 application of a weak, but extended sinusoidal perturbation that spans the 307 period of the oscillator, will result in a phase change in the oscillator that is 308
proportional to the iPRC's Fourier transform associated with that same 309 waveform. Let us exemplify this result with an Integrate-and-Fire (I&F) neuron 310 [9] to the voltage trajectory of the I&F neuron demonstrates the 325 well-known result (Hansel et al. 1995 ) that e t τ is indeed the iPRC of the I&F 326 neuron ( Fig. 1, black trace) . This iPRC is strictly positive and therefore type I, 327
which means that brief depolarizing pulses can only advance the next spike in 328 the I&F neuron. When applying an extended perturbation such as a sine wave, 329 the early depolarizing portion of the sine wave will tend to speed up the 330 approach to threshold, whereas the late hyperpolarizing portion will tend to 331 delay it. The net effect is a delay of the spike, because the exponentially-shaped 332 iPRC is larger during the hyperpolarizing portion of the fundamental sine wave, 333
and that portion is weighted by the larger portion of the montonic iPRC. 334
Thus, the I&F neuron example demonstrates that applying a perturbation 335 shaped like the fundamental sine mode results in a phase delay that is proportional to the fundamental sine transform of the iPRC. In addition, it 337 suggests that even though the iPRC is defined for vanishingly small and brief 338 perturbations, on a practical (and mathematically sound) level the iPRC can be 339 reconstructed from the oscillator's response to a small and discrete set of 340 extended stimuli (DC plus sinusoidal waveforms). How many modes are 341 necessary for a good reconstruction? Of course, this depends on the type of 342 neuron. For neurons like the I&F neuron that have a discontinuous iPRC the 343 power in each mode should generally decay slowly (algebraically) with mode 344 number, so that a good reconstruction will require many modes. However, if the 345 iPRC is a relatively smooth function, very few modes should capture the 346 structure of the iPRC. To see this, we turned to biophysical neuronal models. 2010). It is therefore necessary to test whether the spectral estimation of the 385 iPRC is valid in a real physical system (and not only in analytical or numerical 386 models). Furthermore, the traditional temporal method to estimate the iPRC 387 employs brief perturbations. In contrast, the spectral estimation requires the use 388 of perturbations that span the entire period of the oscillator, which -one might 389 anticipate -could give rise to an estimate the deviates from the true iPRC. 390 Therefore, empirically validating the spectral reconstruction should employ a 391 physical system with a known iPRC. We therefore applied the methodology to a 392 physical oscillator with a fully determined design. 393
We chose to use the 555 Timer IC (see Materials and Methods). When 394 built into a circuit with two external resistors and a capacitor (R1, R2 and C in Fig.  395 3a), the output of the 555 Timer (pin 3) can be made to flip-flop, in the so-called 396 astable mode, between 0V and the supply voltage (3V) with a period that 397 depends on the resistance and capacitance of the external components (Fig. 3b,  398 black trace). The voltage on the external capacitor (which alternately decays 399 exponentially to the two output levels) can be measured and perturbed with 400 external current injections at pins 2 and 6, which are short-circuited to each known by design (eq. [8]), the predicted iPRC of the astable mode of the 555 403 Timer can be calculated analytically (eqs.
[10] and [11] ). This iPRC is biphasic 404 and therefore type II. 405
The traditional method to measure the iPRC with brief current pulses, 406 revealed the type II nature of the iPRC: if the depolarizing pulse is delivered 407 while the voltage on the capacitor is depolarizing, the upper threshold is reached 408 sooner; conversely, if it is delivered while this voltage is hyperpolarizing the 409 lower threshold is reached later (Fig. 3b) . Additionally, the iPRC calculated this 410 way agreed well with the theoretical curve ( Fig. 3c ). Note, however, that there 411 was a bias estimating the negative lobe of the iPRC. This resulted from the fact 412 that the perturbations were depolarizing pulses. As expected from symmetry, 413 when hyperpolarizing pulses were used instead, the bias shifted to the positive 414 lobe (data not shown). This bias thus represents a deviation from the iPRC 415 resulting from the finite size of the perturbation. 416
Because the iPRC of this system is discontinuous the spectral 417 reconstruction using the first few harmonics cannot be expected to trace the 418 theoretical one perfectly. Nevertheless, using only the first 5 harmonics captures 419 the essential biphasic nature of the theoretical curve and closely matches the 420 sum of the first 5 harmonics of the theoretical curve ( Fig. 3d-f ). Moreover, note 421 that there is no visible bias in the spectrally reconstructed iPRC (Fig. 3e ), in 422 comparison to the traditional estimate ( Fig. 3c ). This is undoubtedly because the 423 extended harmonic waveforms are charge-balanced (except for the DC mode), 424 while the traditional pulses are not. Another advantage of the spectral 425 reconstruction is that order-of-magnitude weaker perturbations suffice to 426 generate it. The 555 Timer data indicate that the spectral reconstruction is a 427 viable experimental method to estimate the essential structure of an empirical 428 iPRC, and may even surpass the traditional temporal method, because it uses 429 weaker perturbations and thus should distort the estimate of the iPRC less. 430
431
The spectral estimate is robust to physiological scale jitter in model 432 neurons (Wiener) process that was tuned to give rise to a CV of 0.15 ( Fig. 4A and 4D , 436 respectively). This value was chosen because it is the median CV measured from 437 the GP neurons recorded in perforated patch recordings (see below). To 438 calculate the temporal estimator, perturbations were distributed uniformly over 439 the mean ISI of the model neurons (which was approximately to the ISI of their 440 corresponding noiseless neurons), and their responses were recorded as a large 441 cloud of points. The temporal estimate of the iPRC was the periodic function that 442 best-fit this scatter plot (Galan et al. 2005 ). The temporal iPRCs often differed 443 significantly from the iPRCs of the corresponding noiseless models (compare Fig.  444 2 to Fig. 4B and 4E) . 445
To calculate the spectral estimator we divided the same number of trials 446 evenly among the first 4 harmonic modes (7 modes, when sines and cosines are 447 counted separately), and estimated them by averaging the response to each 448 harmonic perturbation and using that average response as the prefactor of the 449 associated mode in the spectral reconstruction (eq. [7]). The first 3 modes are 450 shown in Fig. 4C and 4G . The most obvious difference between the two models is 451 the response to the DC (constant) perturbation. For the type I (Traub model) 452 neuron this generated the largest response guaranteeing that the overall phase 453 response was positive ( Fig. 4C ), whereas the response to the DC perturbation is 454 much smaller in the type II (Hodgkin Huxley model) neuron, giving rise to 455 negative lobes due to the contribution of the higher modes ( Fig. 4G) . 456
Repeating these simulations several times demonstrated that the non-457 negative nature of the type I response was quite robust, and that a biphasic 458 region was always present in the latter part of type II response (data not shown). 459
Both these features are shared with the corresponding noiseless model neurons. 460
To quantify how well the two methods performed in the noisy models, we 461 repeated the simulations several times for both the spectral and temporal 462 estimators and calculated the correlation coefficient between the waveforms of 463 the noisy and noiseless models from the outcome of each simulation. For both 464 the Hodgkin-Huxley and the Traub models, the median of the distribution of the 465 correlation coefficients for the spectral method was larger than that of the 466 temporal estimator implying that the spectral estimator performed slightly 467 better at capturing the underlying iPRC ( Fig. 4D and 4H) . 468
Spectral reconstruction reveals the monophasic nature of cortical 470 iPRCs and the biphasic nature of pallidal iPRCs 471 Armed with the theoretical derivation of the spectral reconstruction, and 472 its successful application not only to noiseless and noisy numerical models but 473 also to a "real-life" physical oscillator buttresses the validity of the approach, and 474 created confidence in applying it to a physiological system such as a real neuron. 475
To validate the method in a physiological setting, we used it to estimate the 476 somatic iPRC of cortical pyramidal neurons, recorded in whole cell configuration. 477
Previous studies have shown that their somatic iPRC is essentially type I 478 (Goldberg et al. 2007; Reyes and Fetz 1993) . Brief 40 pA perturbations typically 479 advanced the ensuing spike (Fig. 5A) , and were used to construct the traditional 480 iPRC scatter-plot. The harmonic function fit to the scatter plot, revealed the 481 essentially type I response (Fig. 5B) . 482 DC and sinusoidal current waveforms, whose amplitude of 10 pA was 483 weaker than that of the brief pulses, and whose period approximated the 484 observed average ISI, were then injected into the cell and the ensuing phase 485 change was recorded. Use of an extended sinusoidal current, delayed the next 486 spike, presumably because the hyperpolarizing portion had a more prominent 487 effect on the phase than the depolarizing portion due to the type I structure of 488 the iPRC (Fig. 5C ). The average response to the lowest modes reveals that 489 injection of the DC and fundamental cosine mode currents on-average advanced 490 the next spike (positive prefactors) whereas the sine wave current delayed it 491 (hence its negative prefactor). The similarity between the type I iPRC resulting 492 from the spectral estimate and the iPRCs observed previously (Goldberg et al. 493 2007; Reyes and Fetz 1993) was striking (Fig. 5D) . 494
Finally, GP neurons were recorded in the perforated patch configuration, 495 which best maintains the stability and reliability of the intracellular recording. 496
Brief 10 pA pulses could sometimes delay the ensuing spike (Fig. 6A, top) . 497
Extended sinusoidal waveforms typically delayed the next spike (Fig. 6A,  498 bottom), as is evidenced by the negative prefactor of the fundamental sine mode. 499
The latter part of the iPRC contributes a net delay because the sine wave current 500 is negative (hyperpolarizing) while the iPRC is positive in that region as in the part of the sine wave, adds a net delay because it is multiplied by a negative 503 region of the iPRC. In some cells the traditional estimate of the iPRC resembled 504 the spectral one (Fig. 6B, top) , but in others it differed (Fig. 6C, top) . However, 505 the spectral reconstruction (eq. [7a]) consistently (n=5/5 cells) revealed a 506 negative lobe (following the spike) in the iPRC of GP neurons (Fig. 6B,C, bottom) . 507
Using a statistic that quantifies the significance of the negative lobe (denoted R1), 508 demonstrated that the iPRCs of the GP neurons were truly biphasic, in 509 comparison to iPRC resulting from randomly shuffled unused trials (Fig. 6C,  510 inset). As with the IC oscillator and the cortical pyramidal cell, order-of-511 magnitude weaker perturbations (in comparison to those used to generate the 512 temporal estimate) sufficed to generate the spectral estimator. 513 514
Discussion
515
Comparison of the spectral method to other methods of estimating the 516 iPRC 517 We presented a method to calculate the iPRC of an oscillator by 518 estimating its first few harmonic modes. Each harmonic mode is estimated by 519 injecting a weak current perturbation shaped like the sine or cosine waveform 520 (with the same period as the oscillator) that is associated with that mode, and 521 measuring the resultant phase shift. The set of phase shifts are then used as the 522 prefactors of the Fourier series of sines and cosines to generate the spectral 523 estimate of the iPRC. 524
There are several advantages to the spectral method over the traditional 525 temporal method of applying brief perturbations at various phases of the 526 oscillation. Firstly, the amplitude required to perturb the oscillator is typically 527 smaller when using the spectral estimate. We saw this to be the case in the 528 numerical simulations of the biophysical (Hodgkin-Huxley and Traub) models 529 (data not shown), as well as for the physical (the 555 Timer IC) and physiological 530 (cortical and GP neurons) oscillators. The reason order-of-magnitude weaker 531 perturbations suffice is that they are extended and span the whole period of the 532 oscillation. This advantage is paramount, because it improves the validity of the are in reality only theoretical constructs). In other words, the weakness of the 535 perturbation safeguards against deviations of the measured iPRC from the ideal 536 one. Moreover, these perturbations integrate the response across all phases of 537 the oscillations, thereby introducing some averaging of the response weighted 538 by the structure of the harmonic mode, which is expected to reduce the 539 variability of the response. Thus, the same number of trials could in principle be used more wisely by 556 dividing them among a small set of predesigned perturbations (we used 5). In 557 our implementation of the spectral method we did not take advantage of this 558 potential, because we had to collect many trials and then discard the majority in 559 which the harmonic mode waveform did not properly overlap the ISI of the 560 neuron. However, the scheme could be improved by using real-time feedback to 561 trigger the harmonic current injection precisely on the occurrence of the spike. 562
Then the efficiency of the method would be maximized because each trial could 563 be made to count. We saw this to be the case in the simulated noisy neurons, 564 because the estimates arising from the spectral method were more similar to the 565 iPRCs of the noiseless neurons than the estimates arising from the temporal Finally, the spectral method is also appealing simply because it capitalizes 568 on the iPRC's periodicity (Galan et The empirically validated spectral estimate shows that GP neurons 596 have biphasic iPRCs 597 As mentioned in the Introduction, the iPRC has been criticized as a 598 marginally valid construct because many attempts to measure it empirically lead to estimates that are distorted by the finite size of the perturbation, and that do 600 not comply to the linearity requirement (Acker et al. 2003; Ota et al. 2011; Phoka 601 et al. 2010; Schultheiss et al. 2010) . In this work, not only have we shown that 602 the weak, charge-balanced and averaging nature of the perturbations make the 603 spectral estimate less susceptible to these issues, but we have also validated it 604 empirically on a physical oscillator with a known iPRC (e.g., the 555 Timer IC) in 605 addition to numerical and analytical models. Additionally, we validated it on 606 somata of cortical pyramidal cells, which previous studies have shown to have a 607 type I iPRC (Goldberg et al. 2007; Reyes and Fetz 1993) . We are therefore 608 confident that it can be implemented meaningfully in neurons. 
